The Company
With a presence in 68 countries, with more than 193,000 employees, including
nearly 148,000 in Europe. The bank supports all its customers - individuals,
associations, entrepreneurs, SMEs and institutions - in the success of their
projects through its financing, investment, savings and protection solutions.

The Problem

The Solution

The bank wishes to digitize its
Operational Due Diligence (ODD)
process for the 400 funds (Hedge
Funds, Mutual Funds and Private
Equity Funds) they follow. The current
approach used is archaic, where data
is primarily gathered and managed
through word documents and emails.
The decentralized nature of this
process leads to data being fragmented
across various analysts and depart
ments involved in the ODD process.

AlternativeSoft created a customized
hybrid platform with sensitive data
being stored on the bank's private
cloud whilst analytics are performed on
AlternativeSoft's end. The ecosystem
creates a direct pipe between the bank
and external funds, enabling seamless
data flow. Due diligence questionnaires
- once on word documents; have now
been digitized.

Security was paramount for the bank
and a major requirement was to have
a centralized solution deployable on a
secure private cloud; whilst maintaining
links to 400 external funds.

This enables the bank to securely
receive answers, track changes and
analyze responses more efficiently.

The Results
The large Global investment bank is able to
quantitatively analyze funds and perform due
diligence on them. The secure system revitali
zes the ODD process by eliminating manual
elements, reducing the risk of errors. Data
seamlessly flows between the fund and the
bank digitally whilst being fully audited; thus,
greatly enhancing the scope of analysis and
maintaining a high level of security.
The tool provides team management abilities where the bank can plan and track
ODD tasks strategically across multiple teams. They can manage competing
priorities and explore alternative scenarios within one integrated framework. The
bank can now assess team capacities to understand delivery time frames and
account for inter-team dependences as they collaborate.

